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The Changing Faces of a Mining Town: The Dual
Labor System in Elizabethtown, New Mexico
RICHARD D. LOOSBROCK

At its core, the mining frontier was urban and cosmopolitan, a
gathering of thousands of native-born Americans mixing with
Cornish, Irish, and numerous other nationalities. But on mining's
margins were literally hundreds of camps struggling to attract
capital and people. Most generalizations made about the mining
frontier are often taken from the large communities, the Buttes,
Virginia Cities, and Cripple Creeks. The marginal camps that
never quite "made it" are usually relegated to colorful local histories. But a detailed study of Elizabethtown, New Mexico, reveals patterns which not only say much about mining in the West,
but also about key themes in nineteenth-century New Mexico:
the role of mining in the economy, the marginalization of Hispanics, and controversies over Spanish- and Mexican-era land
grants.
In particular, Elizabethtown is a case study of the dual labor
system of the West. Economic class in the region was closely
associated with race and ethnicity; racial minorities, in particular, were usually the last hired and the first fired.' Some jobs were
deemed off limits to minorities altogether, such as hard-rock
mining. The Chinese and Hispanic populations were kept out of
the major Western precious-metals mining areas, and the mere
threat of their entrance often stimulated union organization.' Yet
when mining operations were only marginally profitable, or when
labor was scarce, then minorities might be employed to fill the
Richard D. Loosbrock is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of History at
the University of New Mexico. He is currently teaching at Chadron State College in Nebraska.
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void. The shifting ethnicity of the Elizabethtown mining population indicates the role Hispanics played in a changing Southwestern economy.
. The rush to Baldy Mountain in northeast New Mexico began
in October 1866 when three men from nearby Fort Union prospected in the Moreno Valley, thirty miles east of Taos. The trio
included Pete Kinsinger, an experienced miner and member of
James Carleton's California Column, a unit dispatched to New
Mexico to protect the territory against Confederate encroachment
during the Civil War. Kinsinger had already made another mineral strike when he discovered silver in 1862 at Pueblo Springs,
just north of Magdalena in central New Mexico." In the fall of
1866, he headed for Baldy with Larry Bronson and Richard Kelley.
As legend has it, while camped on Willow Creek, a drainage on
the western slope of Baldy, Kelley panned the stream while the
other two men prepared dinner. When he found gold in his pan,
they forgot the meal. 4
Although the men planned to keep the discovery private, word
leaked out and the rush to the Moreno Valley commenced in the
spring of 1867. Most of the early arrivals were men attached to
Fort Union, but soon came a rush of miners that had become familiar in the West. Around the flanks 'of Baldy Mountain two
communities formed. On the western slope was Elizabethtown,
which sprouted from the Moreno Valley around the original discovery site. Named after the young daughter of William Moore,
an officer from Fort Union and owner of the first store, "E-town,"
as it was called, was primarily a placer camp.' The various companies that moved in mined the loose gold from along the bottom
of the Moreno Valley and the gulches radiating off Baldy Mountain."
On the opposite side of the mountain, hard-rock mining was
dominant. The eastern slope of Baldy was not as weathered as
the Moreno Valley side, so most of the precious metal was still
locked in veins of quartz. The community of Baldy Town sprang
up to serve the local strikes, with most of its residents working a
single mine, the Aztec. Mining on the eastern slope would always be of a more capital-intensive, industrial nature than the
placer mining in the Moreno Valley.
.
For the next five years, the rush continued around the moun-
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tain. The excitement in the Moreno Valley brought development
to a sleepy corner of New Mexico, and it was the first real mineral rush in the territory. The strike drew attention in part because Colorado to the north was in the mining doldrums, and many
of the miners around Elizabethtown came from Colorado. In the
first few years, the district averaged well over $250,000 per year,
and production remained strong until 1872. 7
Estimates of population varied into the thousands, but the
census of 1870, in only the fourth mining season, enumerated
eight hundred residents in Elizabethtown and 132 for Baldy Town
(see Table 1). Several factors prevented the district from joining
the ranks of the big strikes. A lack of water, for one, in the Moreno
Valley inhibited development, as many companies of placer miners competed for the relatively small creeks flowing off Baldy. 8
There were disputes over land ownership, as Lucien B. Maxwell, owner of a massive, undefined estate centered around nearby
Cimarron, claimed the area and began to exert control by charging rents. The Maxwell Land Grant, as it came to be known, was
the legacy of the late Mexican period when officials were trying
to shore up the New Mexican frontier against American encroachment in the 1840s. The grant was originally given to Charles
Beaubien, a Canadian, and Guadalupe Miranda, a territorial official, but later came under the control of Maxwell, Beaubien's
son-in-law. In the 1850s and 1860s, Maxwell built a semifeudal,
pastoral domain on the grant and allowed many small farmers
and stockraisers, primarily Hispanic, to live on the land. The area
had been only lightly developed when gold was discovered."
The main reason, however, Elizabethtown failed to expand
was . limited gold deposits. The placer claims were rich, but were
quickly depleted." The veins that ran inside the mountain were
also limited. Elizabethtown and Baldy Town were nowhere near
a railroad, as the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad was
nearly a decade away from entering the region, and the camps
. lay in a remote part of the Sangre de Cristo mountains.
An analysis of that 1870 population confirms some familiar
patterns. Men usually dominated the population in the early
stages. In the camps around Baldy, they accounted for eight out
of every ten adults. II This matches almost exactly the proportions
found in similar burgeoning mining towns in Idaho in 1870.12 In
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the days of the forty-niners in California, men were a much higher
proportion of the population, often nearly one hundred percent,
but California was far more isolated in 1850 than New Mexico in
1870. 13 The unbalanced sex ratios underscored the temporary,
unstable nature of Western mining communities. Each new strike
was an unknown quantity;the ores and deposits could eventually
sustain a large community of labor and businessmen, or they could
be exhausted in a few seasons. Women and children signaled the
"maturing" of a community, but they would only come with the
promise of steady production and steady jobs.
The communities around Baldy supported a high percentage
of immigrants, again reflecting common patterns in the mining
West. Nearly one-third of the residents hailed from outside the
United States (see Table 2). Of these, the Irish were the largest
group, compromising a third of the foreign-born in Elizabethtown
and over half in Baldy Town. Workers from Canada, England,
and the German states made up the bulk of the remaining foreigners. Foreign-born miners could be found working both placers and underground, but the percentages were higher in the
hard-rock environment of Baldy Town where their skills were
needed. The Aztec Mine, richest in the district, included twentytwo men of foreign birth among its forty residents."
Still, the foreign population was proportionately smaller than
elsewhere in the mining West in the same period. In five Idaho
towns they made up fully half the population. IS California had
few foreigners in the initial rush, but then attracted large numbers of Irish and Cornish miners as industrial mining created the
need for a large pool of wage labor. 16 This trend was common in
some communities, where the Cornish often provided a skilled
mining labor force and the Irish provided a large pool of labor.
But 1870 represented the peak of foreign-born workers as an overall proportion of the Baldy district. Only at Elizabethtown in 1920
would the percentage of foreign-born be higher, but they were
farmers not miners. Large-scale industrial mining never developed on Baldy, so the labor pool was always a mix of native and
foreign born whites, and Hispanic labor.
. The patterns around Elizabethtown in 1870 also reveal the
ethnichierarchy. Although one in five residents of the two towns
was Hispanic, only one Hispanic was listed on the census as a
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miner (see Table 2). Many were listed as laborers, and it is likely
that many of those laborers were indeed working in some form of
mining. But the term "miner" indicated some level of skill and
prestige. If Hispanics were working in any form of mining, they
were on the lowest levels and likely paid accordingly.
A look at other sources indicates that Hispanics were looked
down upon by the district's residents. One man, M. Bloomfield,
wrote a letter describing the mining at Elizabethtown to an outsider in which he discussed the discrimination against Hispanic
labor. "Mexican labor ... has been tried and abandoned. A Mexican will work a week, or possibly two or three, but as soon as he
finds himself the possessor of ten or twenty dollars, he is sure to
get a dispatch from his mother or daughter or sweetheart or somebody else, asking him to go home, and he will not return until he
is 'cleaned out,' and necessity obliges him to go to work again."!'
While most of the Hispanic population came from nearby
Elizabethtown, most of the white population arrived in an indirect manner. George Young, who operated a livery stable, was a
thirty-eight-year-old native of New York. His wife, Carrie, was
born in Illinois. They moved to Iowa, where their first daughter,
lola, was born in 1858, and later to Colorado, where their second
daughter, Cora, was born in 1866. Sometime between 1866 and
1870, Young moved the family to New Mexico." Similarly, Henry
Lambert emigrated to the U.S. from his native France. He became a cook for General Ulysses S. Grant in the Civil War, and
then moved to Elizabethtown and established a hotel. When the
mining fortunes faded in the early 1870s, he relocated his operation to Cimarron, where his St. James Hotel is still a regional
landmark. 19
It is difficult to tell just how the miners came to Baldy, but
by examining the routes of the married miners through the birthplaces of their children, Colorado appears to have been a common residence prior to 1870. 20 Thomas and Sarah Pollock, for
instance, both Ohio natives, brought their family to Elizabethtown
in an indirect fashion, wandering to Colorado, then east to Nebraska, returning to Colorado, and arriving in the Moreno Valley
sometime after 1868. Barton Keys and his wife, both Indiana natives, lived in Colorado prior to New Mexico.
In many respects, Elizabethtown's society reflected common
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patterns of mining camps in the early stages of development.
Besides being predominantly male, it was also a young population, with most residents in their twenties and thirties; almost 40
percent were in their twenties. Only one-third of the inhabitants
lived with family or relatives. Fewer than 20 percent of all house- .
holds contained children. Most of the working class lived in numerous small dwellings with others of the same occupation or
from the same region. The Irish were perhaps the most clannish;
nearly all Irish workers lived together. Most of the Hispanic population also clustered in one section of Elizabethtown. Still, by
comparison, the Baldy communities may have had more family
cohesion than other similar camps. The Idaho mining towns in
1870 had proportionately fewer miners living in family environments; fewer than one-quarter of their residents lived in some
kind of family arrangement."
Finally, the census reveals different household patterns for
the camp's women depending on their ethnicity. Virtually all nonHispanic women in the town were attached in some way to a family. None lived alone, and none listed occupations other than
"keeping house," although several probably earned a portion of
their families' income by serving the boarders who lived with
them. Hispanic women offer a different pattern of women's household relationships in Elizabethtown. Many were single, but few
had occupations. Some were employed as servants, but most lived
either with other single, Hispanic women or formed informal
unions with Hispanic men and, to a lesser extent, Anglo men.
These unions were common among working-class Hispanics, and
they paralleled formal marriages with both an intimate and economic component.
Such relationships were also not uncommon in other Southwestern mining communities. Susan Johnson found similar patterns in the gold camps of central Arizona in the earliest days of
the gold rush. Johnson concluded that "nonmarital relationships,
while grounded in Mexican cultural patterns, were especially well
suited to the vagaries of mining-town life, particularly in the tumultuous months of the initial boom." In Elizabethtown, as in
central Arizona, the informal unions would be replaced by legal
marriages after the initial mining "boom." Nonetheless, the existence of such arrangements in Elizabethtown demonstrates the
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quite different experiences of Anglo and Hispanic women in the
community. Nearly all Anglo women were married or were adults
living with their parents; none was involved in these informal
. unions."
In the early l870s the fortunes of the district took a dramatic
turn for the worse and went into a twenty-year slump. The rich
lodes gave out, the water problems forced a consolidation of operations, and the dispute over land grew intense. Lucien B. Maxwell, inundated by the rush of miners, found his peaceful lifestyle
disrupted and his control of the area slipping and thus chose to
sell his vast estate to an English syndicate. The new company
officials set about collecting rents from miners and settlers who
Maxwell had allowed to squat on the land. The settlers, including many of the miners from Elizabethtown, put up a spirited
resistance and rioted in Elizabethtown in the fall of 1870. The
violence continued into 1871, when an armed mob in
Elizabethtown seized company property, making a poor climate
for mining. The intense hostilities and violence, known as the
Colfax County War, lasted until the l880s and ended only with a
Supreme Court decision supporting the company's claim to a 1.7
million-acre tract stretching into Colorado." .
The disruptions caused the change in ownership just as the
major placer deposits around Elizabethtown were exhausted. In
1871 the district produced $210,000, but in 1872 only $100,000.
Furthermore, limited transportation complicated the arrival of the
heavy equipment needed to exploit the lodes. In 1870, Colfax
County accounted for 60 percent of New Mexico's gold production, but by 1872 that figure had dropped to only 20 percent. 24
But mining did continue, and the land conflict helped weed
out many of the miners. Some miners came to terms with the
Maxwell Company and agreed to leases. In the absence.of competition for water, -these operators were able to consolidate numerous claims and use hydraulic mining to work the lower-yield
ground. Matthew Lynch was one local operator who illustrates
this trend. He took profits he made as part owner of the Aztec
Mine and invested them in hydraulic operations around
Elizabethtown. He purchased the Big Ditch, a system of flumes
which brought water from the Red River watershed some twenty
miles north of Elizabethtown, and combined many claims to forge
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a profitable enterprise."
The manuscript census for 1880 provides a glimpse of communities which were very different than they had been in 1870.
The population of Elizabethtown had fallen from 800 in 1870 to
316 in 1880. Baldy Town was actually bigger, with most of the
increase from farmers moving to Ute Park, the valley below Baldy
Town (see Table 1).
The sharp decline of Elizabethtown's population is perhaps
the most striking demographic feature of the 1870s. This also
corresponded with a dramatic shift in the ethnic composition of
the remaining inhabitants, and the increase in the number of
women in the town. Adult women accounted for a third of the
population, more than double their proportion in 1870. The proportion of children also climbed, accounting for 40 percent .of
the overall populace, and more than half of all households contained children. In 1870, only slighter more than one-third of all
households included family members living together, but by 1880
more than eight in ten housed some form of family, either nuclear
or augmented with boarders or additional relatives."
These trends reflect a mining camp settling into a more permanent community. Compared to other mining locales, the process occurred more rapidly in Elizabethtown and Baldy Town. In
two California camps, men still outnumbered women, nearly five
to one, ten years after settlement.F In five Idaho mining communities, women accounted for 16 to 30 percent of the towns' populations a decade into their existence. Of these communities, Silver
City, Idaho, had the highest proportion of women. It also had the
most stable quartz industry and most of the area's businessea."
Around Baldy Mountain, Elizabethtown had more women, and it
was still the more economically diverse of the two communities.
These percentages, however, were still unbalanced. The instability of the camps assured a lower percentage of women, who came
only with the promise of steady jobs. In mature, industrial towns
such as Cripple Creek, Colorado, and Butte, Montana, the proportion of adult women was around 40 percent of the adult population by 1900.
Although elsewhere these figures indicated developing mining towns, the fact remains that they came at the end of a disastrous decade in which the community lost most of its businesses.
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Normally, business development meant stability, as it brought
with it stable jobs and families. The answer to these seemingly
contradictory patterns may be found in the ethnic makeup of the
population. Elizabethtown became a primarily Hispanic community in the 1870s. A quick look at the ethnic composition shows
the extent to which Hispanics dominated the community; fully
half of the adult population was Hispanic (see Table 2). Furthermore, most miners were Hispanic in 1880. In 1870, at the zenith
of mining activity, the ranks of miners included a single Hispanic; ten years later, they accounted for half of those employed
in the placers around the community (see Table 3).
This shift must be seen in the larger contexts of the local
economy and of Hispanics in the territory. Gold mining became
marginalized in the 1870s. It had spearheaded development in
the area of the grant, which was becoming much more. agricultural. As mining became less attractive, the Anglo miners moved
on. The void they left was filled by a group who had themselves
been marginal during the boom days, much in the way that Chinese miners moved into the placers in California after white miners left for more promising ground. This also suggests that, in
the case of Baldy, ethnic composition may be a better indicator
of stability than gender ratios, since many of the Hispanics were
married. This helps to explain why the gender ratio became more
balanced as the district declined. Just as the Anglos left the depleted placers in Nevada City, California, to the Chinese, the
Anglo population around Elizabethtown left them to the Hispanics." This comparison with California indicates a pattern in the
mining West. In both cases, the lower-skilled and less attractive
placer jobs were left to people of color, while the quartz jobs
were reserved for whites.
Still, for these minorities, the opportunities that the placers
offered were often better than the alternatives. Since the American takeover in the late 1840s, Hispanics in northern New Mexico
had been on the defensive as they found themselves increasingly
marginalized in the new Anglo economy. The Hispanic villages
in the area were isolated from the new economic centers of the
Anglo population. In order to maintain their cultural autonomy,
Hispanic began to move beyond their villages in northern New
Mexico for employment. For example, many moved into the coal
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fields of Colorado. Others joined a seasonal migration in pursuit
of agricultural jobs. Hispanic males left their wives and families
in the village while they worked on farms in the summer. 30
The gold fields around Elizabethtown offered another opportunity for seasonal employment. Their close proximity to the
northern villages made this employment even more attractive.
Placer operators in the valley probably saw the benefit ofa cheap
labor pool. It is difficult to track the movement of Hispanic labor, since the census usually was taken in the summer when many
men were away. But the cases of at least two miners illustrate
this migration. Jose Trujillo, 25, was living in Taos in 1880 with
his wife, Juana, 25, and son Esquibal, 1. In 1885 Juana and
Esquibal were still there, but Jose was in Elizabethtown living
with another Hispano and working as a laborer." Bloomfield's
letter indicates that Hispanic men working in the area had families elsewhere, often pulling them back home.
Family separation was not the only possible solution. Manuel
and Ruperta Vigil were also Taos residents in 1880, but by 1885
they had migrated to Elizabethtown, where Manuel found employment as a laborer. Families such as the Vigils explain why
family settlement accompanied the economic decline around
Baldy. The more populous, industrial towns attracted the older
and more stable quartz miners. Elizabethtown attracted a married population marginalized in the regional economy. They accepted low-paying jobs in the placers close to their homes and
took their families with them. It was better than splitting the family while the men made seasonal migrations.
From the end of the original gold rush in 1872 to the revival
of the early 1890s, the large placer operations in the Moreno
Valley were operated largely by Hispanic labor. Hispanics remained the dominant labor force until a new surge in, mining
brought in more Anglo workers and again pushed the Hispanics
out.
After two decades of low-level activity, the mines around
Baldy again flourished in the late 1890s. A variety of circumstances converged between 1892 and 1894 to stimulate the gold
mining activity: the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act,
the collapse of the silver market, a national depression, and increased promotional activity by the Maxwell Company. The
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Placer mining operation in the Moreno Valley, New Mexico, ca. 1890.
Photograph courtesy of the Philmont Museum, Cimarron, New Mexico.

Guests gathered on the porch of the Mutz Hotel, Elizabethtown. New
Year's Eve, ca. 1900. Photograph courtesy of the Philmont Museum,
Cimarron, New Mexico.
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heightened mining activity brought with it further changes in the
population, particularly on Elizabethtown's side of the mountain.
The town nearly doubled in population between 1.890 and 1900.
An influx of Anglo miners displaced by closing silver mines again
made the Hispanics a minority and an expendable population.
The new activity at Baldy was due in large part to national
economic trends. The nation plunged into a massive industrial
depression in the early 1890s, its most severe panic to that date.
Rising unemployment brought cheap labor into the gold fields.
Even more important, the 1893 repeal of the Sherman Act dramatically shifted the investment and labor in the Western precious metals industry because the price of silver plummeted."
With a dwindling supply of gold in U.S. banks, there was a new
boom in gold mining as labor and capital shifted away from silver mining. Baldy, with its relatively close proximity to the silver regions of Colorado, had already drawn attention from
Colorado silver mines. In early 1892, mine owners from Creede, .
Colorado, expressed interest in the district." They were the first
of many who found their way across the border in the 1890s. The
new boom, fully underway by 1894, picked up momentum
throughout the decade as capital was attracted from Colorado.
The revival of mining in the 1890s brought a surge in population to Elizabethtown, which grew from 338 to 577. Curiously,
Baldy Town actually declined despite the flurry of activity along
Ute Creek, its population falling from 132 in 1890 to 111 in 1900.

The census, however, was enumerated in the summer of 1900,
just after the Aztec Mine closed its doors for a decade.
The new boom dramatically shifted the ethnic composition
of both Baldy Town and Elizabethtown. In 1880 over half of
Elizabethtown and more than one-third (including children) of
Baldy Town were Hispanic. But twenty years later, Hispanics
constituted only one-quarter of the adults in Elizabethtown and
only 14 percent on the Baldy Town side. They were pushed to
. minority status by an influx of non-Hispanic, native-born miners, farmers, and their families.
The shift was most notable around Elizabethtown. Most of
the new activity came in the lode mines above the community,
while the numbers of men engaged in placer mining decreased as
new dredging technology was applied to the val ley.: The 1900
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census reveals Ethnic lines were congruent with this form of mining. In 1900, the census-taker specified the type of mining in
which the men engaged, and the. census indicates a dichotomy.
Three classifications were used; quartz miner, placer miner, and
prospector. Among Hispanics, nearly all (92 percent) were engaged in placering, while three quarters of all native-born, nonHispanic men worked in quartz mining. The rest were split
between placering and prospecting. Of foreign-born miners,
nearly all worked in quartz mining. Quartz and placer mining also
connoted status and prestige; quartz miners were associated with
skill, placer miners with labor. Like the Chinese minority in Nevada City, California, and the Idaho communities, the Hispanics
worked the less desirable jobs, largely segregated from the rest
of the community. 34 In nearby Colorado, the Anglos worked in
hard-rock, while Hispanics and eastern Europeans labored in coal.
This is only the most vivid example of the trend around Baldy
throughout its mining history. When mining flourished, Anglo
and foreign-born miners dominated the district. As mining declined, Hispanics came to dominate the mining ranks, only to be
pushed back out when the fortunes turned. It also underscores a
fact about the position of Hispanics in the Southwest after the
U.S. acquisition of the region: namely, that they occupied the
lower strata of society and often lived apart from the Anglo population. The census returns of Elizabthtown alsb show that the Hispanics tended to live in clusters among the rest of the population."
Hispanics, however, were also finding new opportunities in
the regional economy, which may have led some away from
Elizabethtown. In particular, the rise of two industries in Colorado in the 1890s, coal and sugar beets, shifted the orientation of
New MeXICO's Hispanics." In 1900, these industries were still in
their infancy. As they grew they required large pools of labor,
which they drew from New Mexico. It is difficult to determine
just how much of an impact this had on the Baldy area in 1900;
the overall Hispanic population then was similar to 1885. In .
Elizabethtown, there were 122 Hispanics in 1885, and ninety-five
in 1900. But after 1900, the Hispanic population rapidly declined
while the Colorado industries grew (see Table 2). This may simply be coincidental, or Hispanics may have found it more profitable to leave the Moreno Valley for the coal fields. One worker
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noted that his mining job made "enough money to feed my family and even help with the farming."?" For area Hispanics, after
1900 the regional economy assumed a strong Colorado orientation.
" After 1900, Elizabethtown and the mining industry enjoyed a
few more years of prosperity before drifting on a slow road to
inactivity. The shadow of decline which hung over Baldy darkened even more when a great fire struck Elizabethtown in the fall
of 1903, destroying much of the community on the afternoon of
1 September. 38 Most of the businesses were never rebuilt.
Elizabethtown emptied for the second time in its history. Many
of the miners drifted to the Red River and Twining districts in
Taos County to the north and west of the Moreno Valley, while
others found employment as laymen in the burgeoning coal fields
around Raton. This shift within Colfax County was rather symbolic of the entire Western mining industry, as the balance swung
after 1900 from precious metals to base metals or fossil fuels.
The coal fields were opened upon the arrival of the railroad around
1880, and, in 1905, the Phelps Dodge Company formed the company town of Dawson to mine coal for its Arizona copper smelters." The coal fields offered a far greater profit for the Maxwell
Company and held fewer risks than gold.
Nonetheless, Baldy was not quite finished as a mining district. The Maxwell Company itself pulled off one more small revival. In 1913, it ran tunnels between the older shafts of the Aztec,
striking an undiscovered vein. For four years the company pulled
a small bonanza out of the mine, grossing nearly $1.5 million
between 1915 and 1918. 40 The company employeed primarily
Hispanics in the mine during this, the district's last gasp.
By 1920, mining around Baldy Mountain was nearly extinct.
Elizabethtown counted over four hundred residents that year, but
most of these were farmers scattered over the Moreno Valley."
The same was generally true at Baldy Town; much of the new
population'was involved in agriculture.
.
The Elizabethtown district had a major impact on the area
between Taos and Raton. It brought quick development to the
area, fostered road building, brought in settlers, and pumped a
significant amount of money into the territory. Although Baldy
Mountain was not on the main highway of the mining frontier, it
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Elizabethtown

Baldy Town

800

132

316

133

359

23 1

1890

338

132

1900

577

111

19FO

229

158

Table 1: Township Population, 1870-1920. The vacillating fortunes of mining can be seen in the population swings
of the two communities, particularly Elizabethtown. Note:
The 1890 manuscript census was destroyed by a fire in the
Commerce Department in the 1920s.

Colorado and even to the Great Plains. This small district played
a role in that economy by expanding the options of Hispanics. In
an Anglo-controlled capitalist economy, the Elizabethtown district became an alternative which helped Hispanics preserve their
way of life, but also adapt to the changing world around them.
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2. Richard Lingenfelter, The Hardrock Miners: A History of the Mining Labor Movement in the American West, 1863-1893 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 107-14; Elizabeth Jameson, All That Glitters: Class, Conflict, and Community in Cripple Creek (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1998),29, 154-60.
3. Darlis A. Miller, "Carleton's California Column: A Chapter in New
Mexico's Mining History," New Mexico Historical Review 53 (January 1978),
10.
4. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, 27 June 1867; Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The
Leading Facts of New Mexican History (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press,
1917),66.
5. Elizabeth Moore grew up with her namesake. She later married Joseph
Lowry, one of the most successful miners in the district, and eventually bore
nine children. She is buried in the Elizabethtown cemetery. Manuscript census, Colfax County, 1910; History ofNew Mexico (Los Angeles: Pacific States
Publishing Co., 1907), 959-60.
6. For accounts of the early mining around Elizabethtown, see Jim Berry
Pearson, The Maxwell Land Grant (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1961), 23~40; Lawrence R. Murphy, Philmont: A History of New Mexico's
Cimarron Country (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1972),8699.
7. Waldemar Lindgren, L. C. Graton, and C. H.Gordon, "The Ore Deposits
of New Mexico," U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 68 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1910), 20-24.
8. The citizens responded to the water scarcity with a remarkable project
known as the Big Ditch: A series of flumes and ditches brought water from the
Red River, just north of the Moreno Valley, over a high pass, and down to
Elizabethtown, a distance of forty miles. Rossiter W. Raymond, Statistics of
Mines and Mining in the States and Territories West of the Rocky Mountains
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1870),388-91.
9. For background on the grant and the surrounding area; see Pearson, The
Maxwell Land Grant, and Murphy, Philmont: A History of New Mexico's
Cimarron Country (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1972),8699.
10. In 1868; the placers around Elizabethtown produced $250,000 in gold.
In 1869, that figure dropped to $131,000. Santa Fe Weekly New Mexican, 24
November 1868; Lindgren, "The Ore Deposits of New Mexico," 20-24.
II. Calculated from the Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New Mexico,
1870.
12. Elliott West, "Five Idaho Mining Towns: A Computer Profile," Pacific
Northwest Quarterly 73 (July 1982), Table I, 110.
13. Ralph Mann, After the Gold Rush: Society in Grass Valley and Nevada
City, California, 1849--:1870 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982) Table
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1, 224.
14. Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New Mexico, 1870.
15. West, "Five Idaho Mining Towns," 110.
16. Mann, After the Gold Rush, Table 8, 229.
17. Herbert O. Brayer, William Blackmore: The Spanish-Mexican Land
Grants of New Mexico and Colorado, Vol. 1 (Denver: Bradford-Robinson,
1949),347.
18. Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New Mexico, 1870.
19. Henry Lambert also apparently cooked for Abraham Lincoln. He traveled across the Great Plains with buffalo hunters and ended up in the Moreno
Valley. William A. Keleher, The Maxwell Land Grant (Albuquerque: William
A. Keleher, 1942; reprint, Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1984),70.
20. Of sixty children born in the West, nearly half (twenty-five) were born
in Colorado. Calculated from the Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New
Mexico, 1870.
21. Manuscript Census, Colfax County, 1870; West, "Five Idaho Mining
Towns," Table I, 110.
22. Susan Johnson, "Sharing Bed And Board: Cohabitation and Cultural
Difference in Central Arizona Mining Towns, 1863-1873," in The Women's
West, eds. Susan Armitage and Elizabeth Jameson (Norman: University of Ok lahoma Press, 1987), 77-91. Quote is from p. 88.
.
23. For accounts of the conflict, see Maria Elaine Montoya, "Dispossessed
People: Settler Resistance on the Maxwell Land Grant, 1860-1901" (Ph.D.
diss. , University of Michigan, i 993),97-121; see also Pearson, Maxwell Land
Grant, 112-44; Murphy, Philmont, 106-30.
24. Lindgren, Graton, and Gordon, "The Ore Deposits of New Mexico," 2024. The lag in production coincided with development of gold mining in southwestern New Mexico.
25. Great Souvenir of the Elizabethtown Gold and Copper Mining District
(Elizabethtown: The Elizabethtown New Mexican Miner, 1902), 2.
26. Calculated from the 1880 Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New
Mexico.
27. Mann, After the Gold Rush, Table 1,224.
28. West, "Five Idaho Mining Towns," Table I, 110.
29. Mann, After the Gold Rush, 87.
30. The concept of this "regional community" is explained brilliantly in Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on the AngloHispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1987). On Hispanic migrations, see also Richard L. Nostrand,
The Hispano Homeland (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992).
31. Manuscript Territorial Census, Colfax County, New Mexico, 1885;
Soundex of the Census, New Mexico, 1880.
32. The Sherman Silver Purchases Act of 1890 allowed for the federal government to buy up to four million ounces of silver per month. In the face of the
Panic of 1893, President Grover Cleveland engineered its repeal, feeling that
it was undermining confidence in the economy and dangerously isolating the
U.S. by creating a bimetal system. The act was repealed on 8 August 1893.
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Richard E. Welch, Jr., The Presidencies of Grover Cleveland (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1988), 117-22.
33. Maxwell Land Grant Company Records (hereafter MLGCR), 1872-1966,
Special Collections Department, University of New Mexico General Libraries,
Vol. 133 (Reports), 427-28.
34. Mann, After the Gold Rush, 145.
35. Manuscript Census, Colfax County, New Mexico, 1900.
36. Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 33, 88-90.
37. Deutsch, No Separate Refuge, 89.
38. Raton Range, 3 September 1903.
39. Richard H. Kesel, "The Raton Coal Fields," New Mexico Historical Review 41 (July 1966),234.
40. Victor Van Lint Manuscript, MLGCR, 81.
41. The high percentage of foreign-born residents around Elizabethtown in
1920 was made up mostly of immigrants from the Balkans, expelled during
ethnic conflict there around 1912.
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Soledad Chavez Chacon Fellowship
The New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to announce that the Center
for Regional Studies on the University ofNew Mexico campus under the direction of Dr. Tobias Duran has established a two-year fellowship that will be held
by one of our editorial staff. The fellowship holder will be responsible for
acquiring and editing articles that deal with the Hispanic culture and history of
New Mexico and the Borderlands. The Chavez Chacon Fellow will be chosen
by the Review Editor, Dr. Duran, and designated members of the Editorial
Board. We are proud to announce that the first recipient ofthe Soledad Chavez
Chacon Fellowship is Senior Associate Editor Javier Marion, who is completing his doctoral studies in Latin American history at the University of New
Mexico.

Soledad Chavez Chacon was born in 1890 in Albuquerque, the descendant
oftwo New Mexico colonial families. She graduated from Albuquerque High
School and then went on for further study at the Albuquerque Business College, where she completed a degree in accounting. Her involvement in politics
began in 1922 when she was approached by a group of men from the Democratic Convention-including her brother-in-law, Felipe M. Chacon-for permission to put her name on the ballot for Secretary of State. Soledad Chavez
Chacon became the first Hispana to be nominated by a major party (Democratic) for a New Mexico state office. She wenton to be elected Secretary of
State in 1922 and subsequently re-elected in 1924. Chavez Chacon also served
as acting governor of New Mexico when Lieutenant Governor-elect Jose A.
Baca died suddenly in the spring of 1924. Chavez Chacon thus served as
acting governor during the two-week absence of then-Governor James M.
Hinkle. In 1934, she was elected as a state representative for a two-year term.
She died on 4 August 1936 of peritonitis. She was one week shy of her fortysixth birthday.

